
Our Broadcasting Day 

By Paul Edward Costa 

 Quen Uroth, thirteen years old and trembling slightly, listened for silence throughout the 

rest of the townhouse. He figured his aunt and uncle—with whom he and his four year old sister 

Tiul lived—must still sit reading in the quiet of the basement.  

Tiul groaned painfully through her fitful sleep in a nearby room.  

He held the headphone shape of noise-cancelling ear muffs in his hands. He determined 

that it was safe to try them on for the first time.   

 He reached up, undid the stiff latch on the dirt caked bathroom window and slid it open.  

From his vantage point on the third floor he saw the expanse of Strotha City, almost 

completely ruined. It had been leveled into crumbling haunted structures and gray rubble under a 

layer of fine quarry-like dust. The few buildings still standing in functional use stuck out of the 

broken stone heaps lining the barely cleared roads running between them as pale imitations of 

city streets.  

The open window faced south-east. At the very edge of the city he saw the east, south-

east, and south Voice Towers.  The towers—in the shapes of black cylinders—rose high into the 

sky. Atop them sat massive silver loudspeakers constantly broadcasting the words of each 
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tower’s voice in an ever escalating conflict of volumes whose sound waves had de-stabilized and 

toppled most of the city into its present crumbling state.  

The towers stood so tall that Quen often sat imagining the lives of the “Flapears”—the 

89% of citizens distinguished by their normally shaped ears—who lived within them in crowded 

but beautiful apartments where it is said they often danced to the intricate rhythms of the Voice 

Tower’s speeches.  

“Smoothheads” like Quen had been born without ears and with flat, misshapen holes 

instead in the sides of their heads. They made up only 11% of Strotha City’s population but 

occupied the large, decaying city center.  

For each Smoothhead the constant broadcasts of the Voice Towers brought deep physical 

pain for some inexplicable reason; each and every heartbeat slammed like a hammer into their 

ribs, a strange ringing headache took hold of them, and the nerves in their neck muscles inflamed 

into sharp points of pain.    

It was this pain that agonized Tiul. She lay on a steel cot in a bare room on the third floor. 

She’d been experiencing an unusually intense sensitivity to the Voice Tower’s broadcasts. Tthis 

pervasive discomfort gave her no rest during the day, and lingered often into the quiet of 

nighttime. The frequency and distress of her cries had caused their aunt and uncle to stay in the 

slightly more insulated basement. The only sleep Tiul experienced on that afternoon was due to 

sheer insomniac exhaustion shutting down her consciousness, but she still writhed and groaned. 

Like the Voice Tower’s broadcasts, Tiul’s voice could be diluted by relocating to another part of 

the townhouse, but not blocked out entirely.  
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This desperate situation led Quen to procure the earmuffs he held.  

All the Voice Towers once broadcast different, contradicting speeches simultaneously… 

(East Voice Tower)…SPEAK FREELY, FOR A CHAIN ON ONE IMPRISONS US ALL… 

(West Voice Tower)…BUT REMEMBER ALWAYS THAT ONE CAUSTIC WORD BURNS 

MANY… 

(North Voice Tower)…FOREVER SEEK OUT THE CERTAIN, AND DO NOT WAVER… 

(South Voice Tower)…BUT NEVER PLACE TRUST ON THE WINDOW SILL OF OUR 

BLURRED EYES… 

...until, at a point no one remembers, the Voice Towers all began broadcasting the same 

messages simultaneously, eight voices continuing constantly throughout every daytime hour, 

only stopping at night for the necessity of order and sleep, giving all Smoothheads a moment of 

respite from their pain induced by constant, amplified announcements. 

For years the Voice towers had broadcast strict orders for the Smoothheads to think for 

themselves, to maintain optimism, to not let silence lead them into stagnation, and to not be 

allured by the wonders they saw rising out of Octal City in the distance, (which most 

Smoothheads referred to as the “Octal Oasis” for the wondrous vegetation and constructions they 

saw rising above its walls): 

(All Voice Towers)…HAVE TRUST IN OUR HIGH ALTITUDE WHEN WE PROCLAIM 

THAT OCTAL IS NO OASIS…  
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THEIR GLEAMING LIMESTONE STATUES, HALLS, AND SKYSCRAPERS PROVE 

THAT THEY MANICALLY AVOID SOME PETRIFYING NIGHTMARE, 

THEIR PALM TREES STRETCHING FAR UP ARE FERTILIZED BY THE ASHES OF 

THOSE THEY’VE BURNED, 

THEIR LACK OF EXPLOSIONS AND SABOTAGE SHOWS A PAINFUL REPRESSION 

IN THEIR MINDS, 

THE SILENCE OF THEIR CITY CLEARLY INDICATES A SEVERE OPPRESSION OF 

FREEDOMS, 

THE PILLARS ON WHICH THEIR CITIZENS MEDITATE ARE STABALIZED BY 

HEAPS OF CORPSES,  

AND THE HARMONIC SONGS THEY CHANT THERE MEAN PERSONALITIES 

BEING ERASED… 

Quen heard the voice towers’ words presently through the bathroom window he’d just 

opened, eight voices proclaiming at once “…HEADACHES ARE A BADGE OF HONOUR, A 

REWARD FOR YOUR CONTINUED LISTENING, FOR THEY PREVENT YOU FROM 

LOUNGING IN IDLENESS, AND THEY ARE A BLESSING WE’VE BESTOWED UPON 

YOU, FOR YOU’D FEEL A MORE DEVASTATING PAIN IN THE PEACE OF DAYTIME 

SILENCE…” 
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 Quen winced and closed the window. He gently touched the side of his head with his 

right hand. He passed his palm over one of the two flat, misshapen holes through which he 

processed sound on either side of his head.  

 Experiencing that pain fresh helped him overcome his nerves.  

He put on the ear muffs.  

He sighed in the immediate relief of the silence they brought. He also guiltily enjoyed the 

absence of Tiul’s cries. Through that silence he heard a sound he couldn’t describe, the sound of 

himself, a constant rushing of cavernously deep winds forming wide fields of storm. He felt 

lighter on his feet and marvellously unaware of his own body for once. He sensed a fading of his 

physical definitions. He closed his eyes and focused on that sensation. He delved into the present 

moment, which for the first time was not alight with an internal pain permanently filling him 

with thoughts of a future containing some dreamed of—but never achieved—peace.  

 Quen opened his eyes.  

He looked at the long, narrow bathroom around him, at its cracked egg-white tiles, the 

scuzzy film on them, the chipped four-legged bathtub, and the broken mirror hanging askew 

from one nail on the wall above the blackened sink. He blinked. Quen felt—through his external 

visual perspective—present in the room physically, but inside himself he felt comfortably far 

away in a remote place within the shifting tectonic plates of the earth. He smiled, experiencing a 

transcendent immaterial high. He reached up, unclasped the window, and slid it open a crack.  
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 He didn’t dare open the window all the way while wearing the ear muffs, unwilling to 

risk letting someone on the street below see him wearing them.  

As per one of the Voice Tower’s many instructions, the use of ear muffs had been made 

strictly illegal in Strotha City, and any observances of their use would be reported to one of the 

towers, who’d then call out the offender by name and set all nearby citizens against them.  

Quen deeply feared this punishment, and quietly dreaded the embarrassment of hearing 

the Voice Tower’s loudspeakers addressing him personally.  

 Quen heard a young man named Mikhail Weyland be identified once when he was a child 

sitting on the front step of his family’s townhouse. Reports of a man wearing headphones leaning 

against the wall behind a defunct gas station spread along the ruined streets until they reached 

one of the towers. Within moments the loudspeakers on all the Voice Towers abruptly changed 

the topic of their speaking: “…SMILE OFTEN AND WORRY NOT FROM WHOM THE SMILE 

COMES BECAUSE SMILES BRING PEACE AND SHOW AN APPRECIATION OF HOW 

MUCH OF LIFE STILL REMAINS, AND THE WORTH OF THAT WHICH REMAINS IS 

INCREASED IN PORPORTION TO THE RANDOM DESTRUCTION SURROUNDING IT—

BUT MIKHAIL WEYLAND BY THE STROTHA GAS STATION IN THE EAST DEEMS IT MORE 

DESIRABLE TO LISTEN TO SILENT NOTHING THAN A HELPFUL VOICE, PREFERING 

SILENCE, BUT REMEMBER THAT SILENCE LEADS TO STAGNATION, AND THOSE LIKE 

MIKHAIL BLAME THE PAIN THEY CLAIM TO EXPERIENCE ON VOICES LIKE THIS 

VOICE, BUT IT IS ACTUALLY BURNING MOTIVATION THEY FEEL WITHIN THEMSELVES, 

BROUGHT ON BY THESE WORDS, NOT PAIN, AND THEY RESIST MOTIVATION SO 
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MIGHTILY BECAUSE THEY ARE OF THOSE WHO LEECH RATHER THAN CREATE, WHO 

WOULD BE HAPPY NEVER TO SEE OUR CITY REBUILT…” and soon after other 

Smoothheads milling about on the street in their torn clothes all rushed down towards the East 

Strotha gas station, infuriated by the arrogance and laziness of the man there idling in a silence 

no other Smoothhead was allowed, doing apparently nothing and not picking up or stacking any 

of the city’s smashed bricks.  

 When he finished recalling that memory, Quen Uroth stood on his tip-toes and peeked out 

the bathroom window he’d re-opened just a crack in the euphoria of the silent high his ear muffs 

brought him. He became almost giddy when he thought of somehow finding a way to wear 

concealed ear muffs while walking about outside, past other citizens and under the looming 

Voice Towers, brazenly yet secretly breaking rules right before those who set them.  

As his eyes danced over the piles of rubble and the stark shapes of the surviving 

structures he forgot about the other Smoothheads he knew in Strotha City and felt like some lone 

survivor in an inescapable no-man’s land. 

 Quen felt vibrations through the floor in his bare feet. He quickly took off the ear muffs, 

exited the bathroom, and entered Tiul’s room, shutting the door quietly behind him. As he went 

he heard the heavy steps of his uncle coming up the first set of rickety stairs. 

 His uncle stopped on the second floor and rummaged through the pantry.  

Quen turned and looked at Tiul where she lay on her cot. She wore a green nightgown 

and her hair spread out over a flat pillow under the misshapen holes in the sides of her head. She 

often tossed and turned, burying one side of her head in the lumpy cushion under her, but she 
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still heard the Voice Tower’s broadcasts through the other still-exposed hole. She made guttural, 

deeply unpleasant high pitched utterances of pain in her half sleep.  

 Quen frowned, looked down at his hands (still holding the ear muffs), and shuffled 

slowly to her bedside.  

 Tiul hissed through clenched teeth, turned, bit the pillow, strained her whole body, and 

collapsed onto her back.  

Quen lifted the headphone ear muffs towards her and hesitated. He knew that she’d never 

fully forget the oceanic serenity of the ear muff’s silence if he put them on her. She’d forever 

wish to defy the Voice Towers by possessing a pair. In a sense, he’d never be able to truly take 

them off her. He wished he could discuss this with her, but at her age of four he couldn’t be sure 

she’d not turn him in for possessing the ear muffs, along with their aunt and uncle for harboring 

him.  

Tiul’s breathing quickened and another spasm of pain began erupting in her. Quen placed 

the headphone ear muffs on her and flinched back, but she didn’t wake. Her body relaxed and 

she slept for a few peaceful hours while Quen watched over her and kept an eye on the door. 

When he removed the ear muffs from her head, before she got close to waking, he left the room 

quickly before general pain overtook her again.  

Quen only stopped briefly when it occurred to him how he’d never be able to tell Tiul of 

the temporary cure he’d administered to her for years, if ever.  

*** 
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 Night fell over Strotha City soon afterwards.  

The Voice Towers fell silent.  

Around the city limits lay the fallen remains of prior Voice Towers, predecessors who 

collapsed due to a past construction race to build the tallest, most dominant voice tower capable 

of amplifying announcements into Strotha City.   

The Smoothheads exhaled in relief and ventured outside when the Voice Towers’ 

broadcasts ceased at sundown, bartering with each other and tending to their gardens growing in 

between scattered debris.  

The Flapears went to sleep in their towers at nightfall, finding the necessary silence 

abhorrent, although they could not say why, for they found it too uncomfortable to ponder for 

any length of time. They slept with their transistor radios tuned to white noise and thought 

nothing of it. 

END


